
Lions earn second Semifinal Berth in three years behind huge third quarter by Moran: 
 

Linfield Christian: 17-06-17-12=52 (22-3 Overall) #1 Overall Seed 
Kaiser:                  09-12-08-07=36 (15-7 Overall) #9 Overall Seed 
 
By: Derryl Trujillo  
Inland Sports Senior Writer  
 
Temecula, CA- 
 
Sometimes the final score of a game is not indicative of how competitive it was. This was true 
Wednesday evening as #9 Kaiser made the trip to #1 Linfield Christian in a Division 5AA 
CIF-SS quarterfinal girls basketball game. After trailing 10-0 early the Cats settled in and rallied 
on several occasions to keep themselves within distance. However it was Sydney Moran who 
accounted for ten of her team's seventeen third quarter points to make a two point lead one of 
double digits at 40-29 en route to the 52-36 Lions victory. It'll be a road trip Friday to San Pedro 
& Mary Star of the Sea who knocked off Mesa Grande Academy on the road 47-37 in another 
5AA quarterfinal.  
 
An aggressive full court press from Linfield Christian held Kaiser scoreless for the game's first 
4:15. In that stretch the Lions ran out to a 10-0 lead as Devyn Cope went 2-2 on free throws, 
Moran hit two jump shots (one assisted by Skylarr Little off an offensive rebound), and Keslyn 
Henson had two layups. Vanessa Ojeikere got the Cats their first points on an offensive 
rebound/putback with 3:45 left. Jasmine Bautista scored roughly a minute later making the 
deficit 12-4 with Linfield Christian in front. An Ojeikere layup plus Jasmine Ramos converting a 
three point play with under 30 seconds left made it 17-9 Lions after one quarter.  
 
Alyssa Dodson converted a three point play to start the second quarter and brought Kaiser 
within five points at 17-12 with just fifty seconds gone. Nursing a three point lead at 17-14 
Moran connected on her first three pointer restoring a two possession lead at 20-14 with 5:30 
until intermission. Then it was Devyn Cope who laid in an offensive rebound while being 
knocked to the hardwood and made her free throw pushing out Linfield Christian’s lead to 
23-14. Kaiser had another rally in them as Ojeikere had five of her team's final seven points of 
the half to close within 23-21 after sixteen minutes.  
 
With about ninety seconds gone in the third quarter we had a tie game at 23 off an Ojeikere 
layup. Moran gave Linfield Christian their lead back at 25-23 on a basket out of a baseline out of 
bounds play but Dodson tied back up at 25 with a layup but missed the ensuing free throw. 
Ojeikere again tied the score at 27 with an offensive rebound/putback. Then Moran connected 
on consecutive three pointers within about thirty seconds of each other to give the Lions a 33-27 
lead with 4:12 remaining. Cope had consecutive baskets sandwiched around a 2-3 free throw 
trip from Kaiser's Bautista making Linfield Christian’s lead 37-29 with two minutes left. Henson 



finished scoring by connecting on a three pointer from another baseline out of bounds play 
pushing Linfield Christian's lead to 40-29 after the ball bounced several times before falling in. 
 
Kaiser had one more rally in the form of a 6-0 run to start fourth quarter action which brought 
them to within five points at 40-35 with 5:56 left. Ojeikere had a layup & floater off an offensive 
rebound while Odyssey Martinez converted a difficult shot as part of that stretch. With 2:10 to go 
a steal from Moran was converted into a basket from Cope on a Henson assist as the Lions 
restored a nine point lead at 44-35. At that point the Cats began to foul but Linfield Christian 
went eight of nine on free throws to ice the victory & become the fourth Lions team to reach a 
semifinal this academic year (football,girls volleyball, and boys soccer).  
 
Cats coach Roy Dodson was very candid after the loss and said “Turnovers ultimately did us in 
tonight. I don't know if it was nerves but at this point you cannot turn the ball over as much as 
we did and expect to move on. Credit to Linfield Christian on a great game plan defensively.”  
 
For Linfield Christian coach Derrick O'Neil Friday will mark the program's second semifinal in 
three years. He remarked about consecutive third quarter three pointers from Moran “That was 
huge. It was a momentum changer. Those two shots ignited our defense for the rest of this 
game. We had to hang our hats tonight on defense but we've got to be better offensively on 
Friday.”  
 
Lions senior Sydney Moran had 19 points in all on Wednesday and will be playing in her second 
career semifinal. She said after the win “It was certainly not an easy win but we're so blessed to 
get an opportunity to play on Friday. This team is a lot more mature that it was two years ago & 
we learned from that loss to Rolling Hills Prep that we had to match pressure with pressure 
defensively. We know we've been battle tested this season & will be ready to play well in our 
next game.” 
 
Keslyn Henson has been a key piece offensively to this Linfield Christian team and she said 
afterwards “Seeing football & volleyball reach this point was definitely inspiration for all of us to 
work harder every day in everything we do out here.”  
 
Lion Notes: 
Sydney Moran>19 points  
Keslyn Henson>11 points 
Three point makes: Moran 3, Henson & Cook 1 each 
 
Kaiser Notes: 
Vanessa Ojeikere>20 points  
Three point makes: None  
 
  
 



 


